Evaluation of isoelectric focusing runs as specific resistance/volthour plots.
Isoelectric focusing (IEF) runs, e.g. on ultrathin gels, are characterized by an extensive change of gel electric parameters, caused by the rearrangement of carrier ampholyte components from a uniform distribution to a highly ordered pH gradient. A particularly important parameter is the specific resistance rho [Ohm*cm] which has been determined in polymerization mixtures (with and without carrier ampholytes) and in 125 x 0.15 mm ultrathin gels, pH 3-10 with 5% T, 3% C, 5% Servalyt carrier ampholytes, pH 3-10. The starting specific resistance rho of ultra-thin IEF gels, calculated from the geometric gel dimensions and electric current values (V, mA), is in agreement with the data determined directly in 30 mL samples of polymerization mixtures by using a conductivity meter. Electric specific conductivity/Volthour (Vh) plots proved to be a valuable tool for the evaluation of gel systems with and without protein samples during IEP runs. These plots are usually S-shaped, indicating that the key part of pH gradient formation takes places in a relatively short time. A "good" ultrahin gel, after a short lag phase, shows a rapid increase in specific resistance due to a rapid pH gradient formation and a slope of about 18 Ohm*cm/Vh. IEF is finished in about 3000 Vh. After prolonged gel storage, and especially in partially dried gels, the electrical parameters approach equilibrium only slowly, as indicated by the relatively shallow slope (8.9 Ohm*cm/Vh). Accordingly, separations need more than 4000 Vh.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)